Objective 24 EQ-5D-3L is a generic QOL tool used mainly in economic evaluations. Burden of Chronic Kidney 25 Disease (CKD) is rising in Sri Lanka. Assessing the validity of generic QOL tools creates new 26 opportunities of their utilization among patients with CKD. 27 28 Methods 29 A cross-sectional study was conducted among 1036 CKD patients, selected using the simple 30 random sampling technique. The validity was tested with six a-priori hypotheses. These included 31 construct validity assessments, evaluating convergent validity and performing known group 32 comparisons. EQ-5D-3L, Short Form-36 (SF-36), Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression 33 Scale (CES-D-20) and General Health Questionnaire-12 (GHQ-12) were used to assess QOL, 34 presence of depression and psychological distress respectively. Internal consistency of the whole 35 tool and when each item is removed was assessed by Cronbach alpha.
EQ-5D-3L developed by the EuroQol group consist of a descriptive system and a Visual Analogue 134 Scale (VAS). The descriptive system comprises of five questions (on mobility, self-care, daily 135 activities, pain and mood) with each carrying three levels of possible responses. Each level reflects 136 a level of impairment as "with no problem", "with some problems" and "with severe problems". 137 An index score can be obtained from these questions which is expressed as a negative or positive 138 fraction. VAS may range from 0 to 100 and reflects the general health as perceived by the 139 participant (22). EQ-5D-3L has been previously translated to Sinhalese language and population 140 norms has been developed in 2014 (19) . Other tools used comprised interviewer administered 141 forms of SF-36, CES-D-20 and GHQ-12, in addition to the tool to assess socio-demographic and 142 medical details. 143 SF-36 was used in the assessment of a-priori hypothesis 1 and 2. It includes 36 items out of which 144 35 are used to calculate eight QOL domain scores. Four each of these domains give rise to the 8 145 "physical-component" and "mental-component" summary measures. SF-36 focuses on the period 146 of previous 28 days in getting the responses (23). Its validity has been ensured in Sri Lankan setting 147 for several conditions (24, 25) . Furthermore it has been used in this setting to explore QOL of 148 several conditions (4, 20) .
150
The presence of depression was screened by the CES-D. It has 20 questions and a maximum score 151 of 60 is allocated. A score above 15 is indicative of depression. Its sensitivity is over 80% and the 152 specificity is over 90% in relation to the local setting (26). In screening for psychological distress, 153 GHQ-12 questionnaire was used. It gives a maximum score of 12. A cut-off value of two or more 154 has been recommended to the local setting with a sensitivity and specificity more than 70% (27). Since the normality assessment showed non-normal distributions non-parametric techniques were 158 used in the analysis. For the a-priori hypothesis 1 and 2, Spearman correlation coefficient was 159 used(28). For the a-priori hypotheses No. 3 to 6, Mann Whitney U test was used(29). The 160 significance level was considered as 5%, but when lower p values were observed, relevant 161 significant levels were reported. 
Results

169
The response rate was 99.2%. The median (IQR) age of the participants was 59 (52 to 66) years.
170
More than half (51.2%) the population were between 41-60 years old. The majority were males 171 (62.4%) and were unemployed (64.7%). Nearly four fifth were in stages of 4 or 5 in the CKD 172 staging. Of the population 64.2% were screening positive for depression while 74.4% were 173 positive for psychological distress (Table 1) . or-severe problems were reported by more than three fourth. In addition, in more than half of the 183 participants, the mobility and the usual activities have been affected to a greater or lesser degree 184 (Table 2) . The Spearman correlation coefficients between SF-36 summary measures versus the EQ5D-3L 200 index and VAS scores were statistically significant (p<0.001) as well as positive in direction, even 201 though being lower in strength (Table 4 ). The index values showed relatively stronger associations 202 than the VAS scores. The comparison of the EQ-5D-3L and SF-36 scores between the depressed and non-depressed 208 groups were carried out to test the 5 th a-priori hypotheses ( Similar statistically significant differences are shown between the groups with and without 216 psychological distress (p<0.001) ( Table 6) . The internal consistency reflected by the Cronbach alpha was 0.834. It is higher than all the alpha 223 values obtained when each question is removed (Table 7) . This is the first study documenting the validity of the EQ-5D-3L among pre-dialysis patients with 231 CKD. All the six a-priori hypotheses were found to be true in relation to this generic QOL tool.
232
Hence this study pave the way towards opportunities of using EQ-5D-3L on patients with CKD, 233 which is becoming a rising burden in this lower-middle income setting.
235
Higher proportion (i.e. more than 75%) of participants has responded as having some-or-severe 236 problems in relation to the pain and mood domains. This is compatible with the other documented 237 literature depicting that mental well-being of CKD affected participants must be given more 238 emphasis(10). Additionally, it is in par with the findings of the present study with 75% being 239 psychologically distressed and nearly 65% being depressed. 
243
Comparatively the VAS values of the EQ-5D-3L too has remained around the value of 50, further 244 proving the negative impact, CKD imposes on the lifestyles of the affected patients. The index values showed relatively stronger associations compared to VAS figures. This may be 259 explained by the fact that the index scores include more domains whereas the VAS score is a single 260 general estimation of the participant. Since the SF-36 summary scores too include multiple 261 domains in them, they can be assumed to be more strongly correlated with the EQ-5D-3L index 262 score.
264
Both the depressed and psychologically distressed groups had relatively lower EQ-5D-3L scores 265 compared to their counterparts. This proves that the EQ-5D-3L is valid in differentiating two 266 groups which are known or assumed to be different in relation to QOL. The depressed and 267 distressed people would perceive the position of their life at a lower level than those who are not.
268
Hence the QOL of depressed and distressed groups can be assumed to be lower. In the present 269 study EQ-5D-3L has been able to detect this difference. The SF-36 values too were mentioned to 270 prove that actually there was a difference of QOL between the two groups compared. though not being the sole representation, could be assumes to reflect the reliability characteristics 284 of tools (36). However, to prevent any over-generalizability of the findings, in the title of the 285 current study, the word "internal consistency" was used instead of the word "reliability".
287
Secondly the QOL scores were not adjusted to the morbidities those were present among the 288 participants. Majority of the participants were suffering from different comorbid conditions (nearly 289 71%) with different severities. Hence it was not feasible to adjust for these. However as shown in 
